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The Apple of Life

The energetic structure of all of creation

Vortexes on the vertical suck in matter and forces, which are concentrated on the centre and then squirted out along the horizontal plane

The circles are the magnetic field created by this spinning movement

The small spirals within the vortexes indicating the organisation of the six dimensions.
The Apple Of Life
(c) The Garuda Trust - All Rights
Gyroscope and Orientations

The apple of life is a 2d representation on what is really a gyroscopic 3d being

Observe the difference between
the north south axis
and the zenith and nadir axis

North South is the vertical
Zenith Nadir are the horizontal

The planets and the constellations beyond them are all on the horizontal plane

Observe the 3dimensions of up and down
Forward and backward
Left and right

Observe how the organisation of the three planes occur when they cross each other

The pictures in this document up tp ‘Periodic Table of Elements’ ( plate 37 ) are orientated upon the Zenith of the Northern Hemisphere
From plate 38 onwards they are orientated on Magnetic North
Gyrosopic perspectives

Observe the rings gyroscope (A)

Then what happens
when only the places where
chemical elements occur, are shown (B)

Observe the gyroscope
with the energetic bodies form within life. (D)

Observe the difference between the main axis,
where it crosses the horizontal axis,
the vortexes are clearly one of the energetic activities
ie green is the world etheric arm,

the secondary vertical axis
where it crosses the horizontal,
the vortex interaction is of
the physical and etheric,
and the astral and spirit.

This shows a energetic difference between
the character of the North South axis
and that of the Zenith IC axis

In astrology and biodynamics
we focus more on the zenith IC axis
than the north south axis
as we are dealing with in lifes manifestation.
The Layers of Creation

The top spiral is the Astrological inward movement through the six dimensions
Constellations, planets, elements, modes duality, earth

The middle ‘rings’ diagram places this same information as individual rings and associates them to the energetic activities described by Dr Steiner. This is what is our experience of creation.

The bottom gyroscope shows what happens to the world activities once there is movement that supports life forms. The energetic activities polarise.

The world activities hold the vertical and horizontal axis as the primary cross, while the internalised activities of the lifeforms manifest as a secondary cross in between the world activities.

The right chart shows the 12 layers of creation
Biodynamics Decoded

The 12 Layers (2 x6) are placed with the biodynamic information upon one vortex form,
so relationships between it all can be established

The activity begins a the bottom of the spiral and grows in complexity as it moves upwards

The colours indicate the same activity at a higher level

The white plant in the middle of the vortex suggests the parts of the plant, and the energetic activity, each layer relates to.

Observe the relationships from layer to layer and within each layer

Place some of your own associations onto this model

Vortexes manifest within spheres and so the vortex information needs to be expanded to the gyroscope the bottom right gyroscope shows this development.
Biodynamics Decoded

**CAPRICORN**
Cardinal, Earth, Saturn 2
Limb Metabolic
Root Plants
eg Seeds of Carrots
Arthropoda - Insects
Aluminium

**PISES**
Mutable, Water, Jupiter 1
Rhythmic
Leaving Plant
eg Leaves of Cabbage
Mollusca - Shellfish
Chlorine

**SCORPIO**
Fixed, Water Mars 2
Nerve Sense
Leaving Plants
eg Roots of Cabbage
Amphibia - Frogs
Carbon

**TAURUS**
Mutable, Earth, Mercury 1
Nerve Sense
Rooting Plants
eg Leaves of Carrots
Echinodermata - Starfish
Nitrates

**VIRGO**
Mutable, Earth, Mercury 2
Rhythmic
Rooting Plants
eg Leaves of Carrots
Arves - Birds
Sodium

**CANCER**
Cardinal, Water, Moon 1
Limb Metabolic
Leaf plants
eg Fruit of Cabbages
Protozoa - Bacteria
Phosphorus

**AQUARIUS**
Fixed, Air, Saturn 1
Nerve Sense,
Flowering Plants
eg The roots of Roses
Viruses - Vitamins
Oxygen

**SAGITTARIUS**
Mutable, Fire, Jupiter 2
Rhythmic
Fruiting Plants
eg Leaves of the lemon tree
Plants - Fishes
Magnesia

**ARIES**
Cardinal, Fire, Mars 1
Limb Metabolic
Fruiting Plants
eg Fruit of Peaches
Tunicata - Sea Squirts
Silica

**MARS**
Prep 504
Nettle / Earth
Element - Nitrogen
Organ - Gall Bladder
Metal - Iron
Harmonises the Astral Body

**LIBRA**
Cardinal, Air, Venus 1
Nerve Sense
Fruiting Plants
eg Flowers of Roses
Reptilia - Lizards
Calcium

**VENUS**
Prep 502
Yarrow / Stag bladder
Element - Sulphur
Organ - Kidneys
Metal - Copper
Opens the Ethereal to the Astral

**GEMINI**
Mutable, Air, Mercury 1
Rhythmic
Flowering Plants
eg Flowers of Roses
Coelenterata - Corals
Sulphur

**MERCURY**
Prep 503
Chamomile / Intestines
Element - Oxygen
Organ - Intestines
Metal - Mercury
Strengthens the Ethereal body

**LEO**
Fixed, Fire, Sun 2
Nerve Sense,
Fruiting Plants
eg Roots of Lemon trees
Mammals - Cows
Hydrogen

**MOON**
Prep 505
Oak Bark / Skull
Element - Carbon
Organ - Reproductive
Metal - Silver
Rotors a rampant Ethereal

**SATURN**
Prep 507
Valerian tincture
Element - Phosphorus
Organ - Spleen
Metal - Lead
Strengthens Spirit

**JUPITER**
Prep 506
Dandelion / Mossetry
Element - Hydrogen
Organ - Liver
Metal - Tin
Helps Spirit and Physical entwine

**FIRED**
Active Intuitive
Spirit - Will - Warmth ether
Seed & Fruit - Spheres
Adult, Hydrogen, Clay
Aries, Leo, Sagittarius
Cosmic Silica, Cosmic Forces

**AIR**
Rational Intellectual
Astral Body - Light ether
Flower - Poisoned leaves
Pupa, Nitrogen, Sand
Gemini, Libra, Aquarius
Ter. Silica, Cosmic Matter

**WATER**
Nurturing, Emotional
Ethereal Body - Chemical
Leaf & stems - Hemisphere
Grubs, Oxygen, Humus
Cancer, Scorpio, Pisces
Cosmic Calcium, Earthly Forces

**EARTH**
Sustaining, Practical
Physical Body - Life ether
Root - Squares
Egg, Carbon, Lime
Taurus, Virgo, Capricorn
Ter. Calcium, Earthly Matter

**FIXED**
Consolidating - Antithesis
Nerve Sense system
The Head
Soil and Root
Salt - Basalt

**MUTABLE**
Changeable, Synthesis
Rhythmic system
Abdomen - Lungs & Heart
Leaf region
Mercury - Bentonite

**CARDINAL**
Initiating, Leading, Thesis
Limb Metabolic system
Digestion & Limbs
Flower & Fruit
Silicium

**SUN**
Prep 501 - Silica / Horn
Spring & Summer
Dawn till Midday
Catabolic, Nutritive, Cold
Strengthens the upright growth of the plant & enhances the Astral & Spirit
Sun, Outer planets, Silica

**MOON**
Prep 500 - Cow manure / Horn
Autumn & Winter
Afternoon & Evening
Anabolic, Reproductive, Warm
Extremely contractive and cold
Enlivens the soil and growth through the enhancing of the Ethereal and Physical bodies
Moon, Inner planets, Calcium

**UNITY**
Primal Oneness - Earth
This level is the manifest Earth and the spiritual state of unity from which all life begins and returns. The atom acts as the doorway between spirit and matter

The references on this diagram are drawn from the work of
Dr R Steinier, Dr R Halschik, Dr Klokis, Dr Lievegood & Glen Atkinson

www.papadabj.org
© Garuda Trust 2006
Gyrosopic Agriculture

How do the activities work into each other?

Put diagram 3 on top of diagram 4
To get the bottom left picture

The picture on the bottom right are the words RS used to describe these activities
Gyroscopic AGRICULTURE
from the lectures of
Dr Rudolf Steiner
Glen Atkinson
(c) 6.8.2010
The Kingdoms of Nature

All life are internalised manifestation of the four energetic activities.

Observe the differences between each kingdom.

Observe the polarity of internalised and external activities

Both work all the time
Spiritual Bodies and the Kingdoms of Nature
Fourfold harmonies

The Four activities manifest at every layer of manifestation

Can you add some?
Ag course 2

The second story of the agriculture course tells of how the activities work INSIDE living beings.

Things polarise

So we are taken one step further into manifestation through a lemniscate twist

Where

The internal etheric and internal spirit change places

And the physical organism is sustained through the Physical Formative Forces
3x4

The internal activities within the energetic bodies

The organisation of story two

The internal activities take place within the external realities

Plants and animals are physically reversed with regard to the external activities
Glenological Rosetta Stone

*From the middle*

Hydrogen,
Magnetism,
Steiner Physical Forces,
*Energetic Bodies,*
Physical Body Chemistry,
Alchemy,
Planets,
Metals,
BD Preps,
Human Physical Organisations,

*Plant Processes*
Fungal Problems

Pest Problems

Animal Nutrition
BELLY
HEAD
COSMIC

Cosmic Forces from Planets and Stars
Cosmic Substance Silica activity from the environment

Earthly Forces
Inner Planets 1
Mass formation
Humus
Etheric

Cosmic Forces
Outer Planets 1
Thrust to Seed
Clay
Spirit

Cosmic Whispherings
Archetype

Earthly Matter
Inner Planets 2
Nutrition
Sand
Astral

Earthly Matter
Inner Planets 2
Reproduction
Lime
Physical

Nerve Sense sys.
Below the soil

Cosmic Calcium
Inner Planets 1
Earthly Forces
ETHERIC

Cosmic Silica
Outer Planets 1
Cosmic Forces
SPIRIT

Terrestrial Silica
Outer Planets 2
Cosmic Substance
ASTRAL

Earthly Calcium
Inner Planets 2
Earthly Substance
PHYSICAL

Atmosphere
Metabolic sys.

Excrement

Calves
Roots
Cosmic Forces
Outer Planets 1
Cosmic Whispherings
Archetype

Dairy
Clover
Cosmic Substance
Outer Planets 2
Muscles and Bones
Ripening

Fattening
Aromatic Herbs

EARTHLY
Substance with Energy
Substance = Earthly Substance
Energy = Earthly Forces

HEAD

Earthly Substance
Inner Planets 2
Brain Substance
Tissue formation

BELLY

Earthly Forces
Inner Planets 1
Movement and Will activity
Bulk formation

Secondary
Outer planets
or the
Atmospheric
Cosmic enters to deeply

Lecture 2
Being

Lecture 6
Manifestation
Biodynamic Chemistry

Given this is a story of universal order

Chemistry, must be
a manifestation of this order.

The chemical elements activity must be
described by the energetic glossary

A third ‘dimension’ of the Periodic Table
is seen when we use
RS’s story of chemistry
based upon H,N,O,C

He describes a whole approach to chemistry
where the Elements work at the most
Physical level of manifestation,
as polarised charged particles.
see the bottom left diagram

Look for the three dimensions of activity
for each of the elements.

The Gyroscopic Periodic Table
Biodynamic Chemistry 2

The three planes of chemical activity

The three groups of elements
Majors, Transitions, Radioactive Elements
on the three Layers

The Manifest layer

The Chartres Labyrinth
Glenological Chemistry

Three Groups of Chemical Elements

Working on

Three Layers of Creation
Transition Elements

Look where the transition elements sit on the energetic gyroscope

The transition elements are most active as catalysts of biological processes

Because we move closer to life we take a lemniscate twist

The elemental order is read K, Ca, Zn, Cu

Observe what happens to the elements in their sequence of hardness and melting points.
The Trace Elements
The Lanthanides
& Actinides

These images are orientated to Magnetic North

East is on the Right
3d Rings Periodic Table

The three groups of chemical elements are each on one axis plane of the 3d gyroscope

The rings show the Cosmic activities

3d Arms Periodic Table

Stage two 3d activities
Glenological Chemistry

Look
The previous diagrams have been orientated for the northern hemisphere, facing south to the ecliptic. A Zenith orientation and East is on the left hand side.

Chemistry is electro magnetic and orientates off magnetic north. East is on the right hand.

Planets and Elements

Lievegoed and the Constellations cross referenced onto the Gyroscope.

Observe how the Elements are manifesting the Planetary and Constellational activities.
Glenological Chemistry,
Planets and Signs
Magnetic North Orientation
Metallic States

If we are to look in greater depth into the energetic organisation of manifest bodies we need to orientate the gyroscope upon the internal physical arm, rather than the world physical arm.

This places Carbon \( C \) as the base of physical manifestation.

The metallic states show a polarisation of the elements.

3 Fold Plant

within the Periodic Tables organisation
CLAY   N/S
HUMUS
Leaf Growth
FRUITING
Metabolic
SAL
SULF
Glenological Rosetta Stone 2

The order of the elements that arises from the internal physical body orientation conforms to Dr Steiners stories within the medical and agricultural lectures.

Observe what this means for how the elements work.
The Most Manifest

Gyroscopic Periodic Table
focused upon the
Internal Physical Arm
on the background of
Manifest Layer Organisation

The top circles are Zenith based
Chartres Labryinth

Chartres is aligned along
the NE SW axis,
not the usual E W axis
of most cathedrals

The Labryinth
has a SW opening
Wells Cathedral
Chapter House

Built by
the Knights Templar
in 1300 AD

who were Tried and
Sentenced to Death
in this building
in 1313 AD

This whole artwork
is dedicated to the message
they wish to convey
and encourage us
to use.
The Planets

3 x 4

3 Modes of Action
4 States of Psychology
12 FOLD PLANETS

THINKING

**PHYSICAL—primary**

*Personal*

Unconscious

Mercury

Communication, Opinions, Ideas
Local travel, Letters, Telephones
3rd & 8th houses
Hermes
Astral 14-21

**SOUL—secondary**

*Personal*

Conscious

Jupiter

Understanding, Wisdom Morals
Extravagance, Indulgence, Big
Long distance travel ideals
9th house
Zues
Sentient Soul 21-28

**COLLECTIVE**

*UNCONSCIOUS*

tertiary

Uranus

Genius, Inspiration, Occultist
Individuality, Uniqueness
Eccentricity, Impulsiveness
11th house
Oranus
Spirit Self 42-49

FEELING

**WILLING**

**WILLING**

**Mars**

Impulse to Action, Anger
Assertionness, Sex
1st & 8th house
Ares
Physical 0-7

**Saturn**

Manifestation, Rules, Authority, Father, Order
Restriction, Contraction
10th & 11th house
Cronus
Conscious Soul 35-42

**Neptune**

Imagination, Fantasy Mystic Dreams, Illusion, Enchantment
Compassion, Psychic
12th house
Poseidon
Life Spirit 49-56

**Pluto**

Intuition, Shaman, Trust
Power, Passion, Obsession
Transformation, Change
8th house
Hades
Spirit Man 56-63

**Vulcan**

Manifestation from spirit
Hephaestus
"Region of Oceans & Rivers"
70-77

**Transpluto**

Enlightenment
Persephone
"Solid Land"
63-70

**Aspects:**

Tensions: Opposition, Square, Semi square, Sesquiquadrature:-
Trine, Sextile, Semi sextile, Quintile; Conjunction

Challenges: Works well with

Use a word from each planet, make a sentence, play with it with your imagination then make another one.